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Time’s Spirals
It is worth having a horological dimension in life for every member of the
intelligentsia world over whether they are inside or outside the field of horology.
Horology is the art and science of measuring time. It is important to note that
horology scholars employ not only science but also art in their modus operandi.
Having a horological angle when viewing the world is enriching. Making room for
a horological aspect in life is beneficial both on professional and personal levels.
Taking into account that there are diﬀerences between clock time and social
perception of time, linear time and spiral time, spending time and investing time is
instrumental in the decision-making of enlightened leaders. The secret formula for
accessing the state of being beyond and independent of time requires not only the
science of mastering time but also the Art of it.
The planet Saturn’s rings or circular layers around it can visualize time. The
ancient Romans identified Saturn with the Greek Cronus. The Zoroastrian Magi,
who were insiders of the timeless and advisors to the Kings, developed the notion
of Charkh-e falak (lit. wheel of destiny) that symbolizes the turning and returning
of the cosmos. The Buddhists have the archetype of a wheel-turning King, who by
strategic acts in this life moves the wheel of time in order to advance history and
society towards heaven on Earth.
The future turns into Gold in the hands of those who are guided by the still point
of the turning world. This point is the heliocentric principle prioritized by the
insiders of the timeless or the illuminated ambassadors of the Magical tradition.
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